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The latest multifunction projector features a stylish snowy white casing that matches perfectly 
with any office or home décor. 

EUROPE, July 24, 2007 – BenQ today announced the introduction of 
the BenQ MP511 digital projector – BenQ’s latest multifunction 
projector targeting at avid video gamers, savvy home theatre enthusiasts 
and business professionals. The feature-packed MP511 performs 
seamlessly with DVD players or the latest gaming consoles, offering an 
easy solution to enjoy big screen effect in all kinds of scenarios.  

Stylish Design 
The stylish BenQ MP511 is ideal for consumers to watch movie, TV or play video games. It 
features a stylish snowy white casing, a sharp 2000:1 contrast ratio, a 800 x 600 SVGA 
resolution and displays brilliantly with its high 2000 ANSI lumen brightness in settings where 
ambient light levels are high. 
  
Vibrant Images 
The MP511’s BrilliantColorTM technology enhances screen brightness and brings out the full 
richness of colors for true-to-life picture quality. 3D color management in the MP511 offers 
adjustments to red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow independently for hue, saturation, 
and value. The Golden Ratio Wheel incorporated inside the MP511 further balances true color 
saturation and maximizes color accuracy for a crystal-clear, vivid image reproduction. 

Fast, Trouble-Free Setup 
Featuring Wall Color Correction function, the MP511 corrects the output colors in accordance 
with the color of the wall on which the image is projected. The projector comes bundled with 
11 application modes for optimal settings under different scenarios and arrives with two 
adjustable user modes for quick access to personalized settings.  
  
Smooth Presentation 
The MP511 features a super quiet noise level at 22dB, making it a perfect projector for both 
home entertainment and business use. In addition to its quiet operation that spares the 
audiences the unnecessary distraction, the MP511 also features convenient functions like a 
presentation timer to keep the presentation running efficiently and smoothly. 

About BenQ Corporation 
BenQ Corporation consists of three main business groups — Digital Media Business Group, 
Integrated Manufacturing Service Business Group and Mobile Communications Business 
Group. These three business groups encompass a broad range of products and each possesses 
a focus on providing consumer-oriented solutions designed for the digital lifestyle. 2006 
revenues for BenQ Corporation exceeded US$6.2 billion dollars. 

About BenQ Group 
The BenQ Group is currently comprised of ten companies that operate independently while 
sharing resources and leveraging synergies among them. The BenQ Group companies include 
BenQ Corporation, AU Optronics Corporation, Darfon Electronics Corporation, Daxon 
Technology Inc., BenQ Guru Software Co., BenQ Hospital, Darwin Precisions, Ltd, Raydium 
Semiconductor Corporation, Cando Corporation and Wellypower Co., Ltd. 2006 revenues for 
BenQ Group exceeded US$16.5 billion dollars.  



 


